
Springtime Weather Science Experiments 

Walking Water Rainbow 

Along with our little Springtime showers comes fascinating rainbows. This activity is a pretty display of mixing colours and the determination of 

water to travel by any means possible.   

What’s needed: 

• 6 clean jars     

• Food dye - blue, red and yellow     

• Kitchen towel    

• Water 

 

What to do: 

 

• Place the jars in a circle 

• Quarter fill each jar with water 

• In every second jar, put some food dye. Blue in one, red in one and yellow in the other. Leave the two remaining jars clear. 

• Fold over strips of kitchen towel and place the folded strips between jars (see photo below) 

• Over the next few hours, watch as the coloured water travels from one jar to another and as the colours mix when they meet at the end of 

the paper towel! Depending on the quality of the food dye, you may need to use less water. 

 



Make rain in a jar 

 

This experiment will show how heat rises and falls back down as ‘rain’ once it hits cold temperature. It is more of a lesson on condensation but the 

result is similar to rain fall which will surely be a matter of discussion during Spring. This activity involves hot water so it is essential that there is 

adult supervision at all times. 

What you’ll need: 

• Clear glass jar 

• Ceramic plate 

• A tub of Ice cubes 

• Steaming hot water 

What to do next: 

• Carefully, pour steamy hot water into the jar about a third or half way up. 

• Cover the jar with the plate and wait a moment while the steam rises to it. 

• Let the child place lots of ice cubes on top of the plate. 

• Watch the water fall back down the sides of the jar like rain! 

 


